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PREFACE
Human being is the noblest creation of God and not destined to be in bondage of any kind.
Knowledge is panacea which frees us from any wordly or non-wordly bondage, “Arise, awake
and stop not till the goal is reached”. KBS has been striving hard to cope with existing
challenges and passing through the acid test of its wisdom and rationality. In the context of
modern back-drop, whereas, education has become an essential- ingredient there upon a
paradoxical situation crops up off and on. But KBS is determined to be consistent with its goal
and objectives. Success does not mean the absence of failures. We believe that failures are
quite natural and beauty of life. Of course, changing phenomena requires an unflinching
patience, nevertheless, the circumstances fluctuate but KBS is likely to follow the path of most
resistance.
The more important and rather a satisfactory dimension of our journey is your blessing and
unconditional support, makes the set-up nourished and nurtured. It gives us strength to stick to
our guns under all adverse circumstances external and internal, which finally gives us the
strength to win the final battle of destination.

PINNACLE EVENTS AT GLANCE
1. NEW-ADMISSION
KBS is liberally accepting new admission year by year within its potential to manage the things
prudently. This year too its strength has reached up to 900 approximately.
All classes have two sections from Nursery to X. This is indeed an immense responsibility to
carry through the task successfully.
2. A LUMINOUS CANDLE OF PEACE
May 6 is a memorable day in the history of KBS an extremely significant and convincing day of
deep relevance meant for every votary of peace and harmony.
Late Ven. Pema Rigzin, message of love and peace has been remaining outlived his physical
existence and continue to guide and motivate KBS family for working out its resilient pursuits
up to the last breath of life.
KBS, indeed, is liable to pay humble tribute to the departed soul every year. On May 6, P.R.
Contest bumper prize is given in the name of the great soul to the best in the personality test
Ms. Pema Sherpa class X (B).

3. A Tangible outcome for the Society
We feel delighted and professed with our maneuver which has finally brought forth a
satisfactory outcome good enough for self- congratulation which we would like to share with
you. This outcome is in perfect accord with our commitment mentioned in our preface.
Mr. Arjun Simkjhada and Prakash Baral scholars of SLC batch 2009 have completed their
engineer courses in Computer Science and Civil engineering respectively and also doing their
jobs in different companies.
4. Vibrant appraisal in SLC
This is an outcome collective endeavor for which KBS has perpetually been working up its
academic excellence esp. with regard to SLC accomplishment.
This very refined success clears up our academic appraisal i.e. 16 A+; remaining A Grade. We
precisely endorse our judicious thanks to outgoing scholars.
5. Co- CURRICULUM Diary of the year
Everyone is endowed with varying degrees of intelligence and aptitude with a vision of
developing its capabilities reside with personality, outlook, intellectual leanings, etc.
KBS avails opportunities to get involved in such activities to its scholars in order to lubricate
their latent.
S. No.
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Category
English Debate
Nepali Debate
English Elocution
Nepali Elocution
Tibetan Elocution
Drawing Competition
Handwriting Competition
Nepali Poem Competition

Group
SENIOR
SENIOR
SENIOR
SENIOR
SENIOR
ALL
ALL
SENIOR

6. TEACHER’S DAY
This day avails an opportunity once in a year to our children when they formally express their
gratitude and honor for the teachers by offering flowers and presenting colorful program.

7. CHILDREN’S DAY
This day is especially proposed for Children’s bliss and recreation. Our children are indeed
embracing with inherent hallmarks. Only an apt platform is good enough to manifest the latent
to the mass in terms of enriching their culture and civilization through a “Competitive talent
show” that has been successfully organized in the presence of chief guest.
Prizes were given right away to the best performers.
8. A Well-determined and successful event. (G.D. Group Discussion)
Man is dynamic in his nature and likely to offer his best to the society. KBS has been organizing
a group-discussion program throughout the year apart from their contribution to the academic
caliber. G.D. is a very coeval task started before 7 years almost 6000 hrs spent over this,
touching its great height success. A very strong, consistent, promising and elite section of KBS is
proving its best in every manner. Not only this but a refined spiritual backings also rubbing
along with them.
9. WELCOME TO SPIRITUAL ODYSSEY
KBS feels delighted and professed with its skillful, intellectual and spiritual maneuver which has
brought forth a satisfactory outcome good enough for self- congratulation. A grand, intellectual
and spiritual exhibition held in the P.R. auditorium from 4th Dec. to 20th Dec. Comprised with
intellectual and spiritual learning’s of great spiritual leaders, like Lord Buddha, Swami
Vivekananda and so on.
Our motto is to uplift moral and spiritual values. This is being rendered to the well-being of our
students so that they could utilize their energy in the constructive manner and be able to bring
a dynamic change in their life. This specific blend presents a unique picture of good ideas
essential for healthy intellect.
Every day one new idea is like a new and fresh food, which will be helpful in nourishing and
nurturing their life.
This expo-entails a unique especiality in terms of seven days of week. Everyday has been
indicated special for;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monday: Peace
Tuesday: Love
Wednesday: Power
Thursday: Knowledge
Friday: Holiness

6. Saturday: Mercy
7. Sunday: Enlightenment
This was organized by G.D. group.
10. A sublime and dedicated coaxing deserves our big thanks
KBS verily signifies your sublime coaxing eventually converting into the best output. Esp. down
trodden section of the society being uplifted and getting geared-up to face out the challenges
of life.
By your blessings and suggestions we will surely develop the iron grit required to preserve
towards the goal even in the face of overwhelming difficulties.
Our judicious thanks leap at to reach at your door for un-conditional support to the objectivity.
11. MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW- YEAR
25TH Dec. X-mas. The day of forgiveness is globally recognized, attributes to peace and
prosperity for which your prolonged wait is about to end.
We kindly endorse our sublime greetings from the epic centre of heart.

“MAY PARADISE’S CHOICEST BLESSING BE SOWERED ON YOU”

